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“We hope you find this catalogue useful. 
I t has been designed with products that 
have been carefully selected as best products 
in the market at competitive prices to 
ensure that the service Decorus are offering 
is as good as it can be. 

The catalogue contains all the 
products included within the framework 
agreement and has the suppliers reference 
codes to facilitate easy referencing to the 
commercial agreement, detailed in the Depot 
Price Book. 

Decorus have been working with us 
for over 14 years and have proved 
themselves to be a company that offers 
great service, competitive prices and 
excellent products. Spill-Aid Power 
Absorber is at the core of Decorus’s 
service. See page 3 for more 
information on Spill-Aid Power Absorber.

We would also like to draw your 
attention to the free training offer by 
Decorus on page 16 of this catalogue.”

WELCOME

“Decorus is committed to bringing you the 
best products at the most competitive 
prices. Our main objective is to support you 
by providing superior products and services 
of exceptional value which, in turn, will help 
you to gain a competitive advantage by 
providing great services to your own clients.

By using our continuous research, we 
can move forward with product innovation. 
That is why we are constantly reviewing the 
standards currently in place and 
advising on new standards, creating a 
benchmark in the absorbents industry 
and ensuring Decorus is the industry 
leader. Your feedback is an invaluable 
part of that research process.

Your feedback is an invaluable part of 
that research process, and we value 
each individuals comments on how we can 
improve this service to you. 

On behalf of Decorus thank you 
for your continued support.”

Tony Lynch
Managing Director, Decorus Europe Ltd

Category Manager
Ringway Eurovia
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3 VS COMPETITORS

Spill-Aid Power Absorber has been tested and is proven to be superior to all competitive products

Criteria Clay 
Granules

4.5kg 20kg78% Weight Saving

6 times the Absorption
Spill-Aid absorbs more fluid than any other comparable absorbent on the 
market. It has the ability to absorb up to 30 times more fluid than clay 
based granules and is at least five times more absorbent than any other 
absorbent products. Just one 5L pouch will absorb up to 3.5L of spilt 
fluid. That’s 7 times it’s own weight.
This also reduces waste costs by up to 80%, saving even more.

650g 650g

25% the weight to dispose after clean-up
In addition to weight saving, Spill-Aid will absorb up to 30 times 
more spilt fluid than clay granules. So not only do you save on 
waste disposal, you also absorb much, much more fluid with Spill-
Aid! So, fewer returns to the depot! 

1.65kg 6.5kg

Cost of disposal
On average it costs £275 to have 200kgs of contaminated 
absorbent waste removed and collected from site. Using Spill-Aid, 
5 times the volume can be collected.
Remember if you reduce your waste collection costs, you’re also 
reducing your carbon footprint.

£6.87 £34

Minutes needed to absorb a spill
With Spill-Aid Power Absorber you just sweep in and sweep out. 
This is a big saving on staff time and road closure.

30 sec 5.15mins

Final condition of the surface
No need for H&S signs after the clean-up and great PR with clients.

Clean and dry Slippery

Fluids that can be Absorbed Everything 
except HF

Most, but no 
chemicals or 

pesticides

Hazards None May be 
carcinogenic

(source: WHO)

Surfaces that products can be used on All surfaces Hard surfaces only

Abrasive effect Non-abrasive Highly abrasive

Leaching effect Non leaching High leaching as 
fluid seeps back

Disposal - Incinerating the waste can be used to produce energy 

Carbon Footprint on Transportation

Less miles traveled plus local technical support and research 

Hazardous Composition

Landfill or 
incinerated

Landfill only

Manufacture:
UK

Origin:
Spain

None Crystalline
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Loose Absorbents - Spill-Aid Power Absorber, is the only loose absorbent 
manufactured specifically for the Highways. Specialist, fast acting absorbent for 
all spills except  hydrofluoric acid. Leaves surfaces completely dry and safe to 
walk on and work on in seconds. Spill-Aid Power Absorber has the power to 
absorb fluids of any viscosity, from any hard surface, leaving it clean and dry. 
This includes spills of chemical, mineral, petroleum - hydrocarbons, human and 
animal fluids and vegetable spills. 

Pads - Great for small emergency response,  use  pads  to  absorb most of 
the fluids then use loose absorbents like Spill-Aid Power absorber to clear the 
residue, also great for everyday maintenance, repair or operations.

Socks - Socks are specially designed absorbents which can be used as barriers 
during a spill, retaining their strength even when wet. They can be placed easily 
around the bottom of machines or use them to divert a spill from drains or water 
courses.

Booms – When dealing with spills on and around water to absorb and contain 
oils, fuels or other hydrocarbons; these highly effective products are your first 
line of defence on spills entering drains on water courses. 

Rolls - Absorbent rolls come as a large continuous roll so individual sheets can 
be easily torn off allowing the cleanup of a variety of spills of different sizes.

Pillows - Designed to be left in situ for up to eight weeks. Complete with six 
metre polypropylene cable for easy retrieval. Can be placed in interceptors, 
sumps, traps and drains. Contents contain a biomass that eats hydrocarbons  
and converts them to carbon and H2O.
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Spill-Aid Power Absorber is the only loose absorbent 
to be manufactured specifically for the Highways. It is 
a specialist fast acting absorbent for all spills, 
excluding hydrofluoric acid. It leaves surfaces 
completely dry and safe to walk and work on in 
seconds. Spill-Aid Power Absorber has the power to 
absorb fluids of any viscosity, from any hard surface, 
leaving it clean and dry. This includes spills of 
chemical, mineral, petroleum, hydrocarbons, and 
human and animal fluids and vegetable spills. 

Product Pallet Qty Stock Code

Spill-Aid 30 Litre Sack 100 x 30 litre sack SPA30

Spill-Aid 5 Litre Sack 240 x 30 litre sack SPA5

Spill-Aid Power Absorber can replace

The Following Products
Oil selective cellulose fibers 
Paper pellet granules Wood 
Wood fibre granules 
Traditional granules 
Recycled Gypsum

Brand Names
Elcef fibres, Paper pellet granules 
Spillkleen
E-sorb XR70 Eco sustainable
Eski Dri, MultiZorb & New Safety Tread
Enviro-Dry

Spill-Aid Power Absorber benefits:

Reduce the cost of clean up, labour & materials 

Reduce your disposal costs

Reduce your slip and trip financial liability

Light weight

Safe

Use anywhere 

Non-selective 

Labour saving 

Works instantly 

Inexpensive to use

ABSORBENTS
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6 ABSORBENT PADS

Great for all emergency response, use Absorbent Pads to absorb most of the fluid then use Spill-Aid 
Power Absorber to clear the residue, also great for everyday maintenance, repair or operations.

Product Information Stock Code

General 
Purpose Pads

For use on everyday spills 
Absorbs 1 L
100 x pads

GPP01

Oil only
Pads

For use on everyday spills 
Absorbs 1 L
100x pads

OOP01

Chemical
Pads

For use on most non 
aggressive chemicals 
Absorbs 1 L
100x pads

CHP01

Economy General 
Purpose Pads

Economy, general purpose 
absorbent pads
200 x pads

ECGP01

Economy Oil 
Only Pads

Economy, Oil only absorbent 
pads
200 x pads

ECOO02

Economy 
Chemical Pads 

Economy Chemical pads
200 x pads

ECCH03
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Absorbent Socks are specially designed absorbents which can be used as barriers during a 
spill, retaining their strength even when wet. They can be placed easily around the bottom of 
machines or use them to divert a spill from drains or water courses. 

Product Information Stock Code

General Purpose 
Containment
socks 1.2m

For use on everyday spills 
Absorbs 5 L
20 x socks

GPS01

Oil Only 
Containment
socks 1.2m

For use on everyday spills 
Absorbs 5 L
20 x socks

OOS01

Chemical
Containment
socks 1.2m

For use on everyday spills 
Absorbs 5 L
20 x socks

CHS01

General 
Containment
Sock 3.0m

Absorbs 12.7 L
8 x 3 M socks

3MGPS01

Oil Only
Containment
Sock 3.0m

Absorbs 12.7 L
8 x 3 M socks

3MOOS01

Chemical
Containment
Sock 3.0m

Absorbs 12.7 L
8 x 3 M socks

3MCHS01

Boom 3.0m
x 130mm dia

Oil Only Booms for land or 
water with link ends
3m x 130mm dia

OOB313

Boom 3.0m
x 200mm dia

Oil Only Booms for land or 
water with link ends
3m x 200mm dia

OOB320
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Product Information Stock Code

General Purpose 
Pillow

For use in sumps, drains or
just plugging holes

PLGP01

Oil only
Absorbent Pillow

For use in sumps, drains or
just plugging holes
Absorbs 3.7L
16 x Pillows

PLOO02

Chemical
Absorbent Pillow

For use in sumps, drains or
just plugging holes

PLOH03

General Purpose 
Absorbent roll
38cm x 46m

For use anywhere fluids have been leaked 
or spilt.
Can be used to absorb oils, fuels, solvents, 
coolants, water, milk, wine, food.

GPR01

Oil Only Absorbent
Roll 38cm x 46m

Made from virgin polypropylene.
Perforated for ease of use.
Ongoing quality control throughout the 
production process guarantees consistent 
quality

00R02

Chemical Absorbent
Roll 38cm x 46m

100% polypropylene with a sonic bonded 
core and a spun-bond top layer

CHR03

ABSORBENT PILLOWS AND ROLLS

Heavyweight General
Purpose Absorbent
Roll 38cm x 46m

For use anywhere fluids have been leaked 
or spilt.
Can be used to absorb oils, fuels, solvents, 
coolants, water, milk, wine and food.
Suitable for larger areas

GPRO1HW

Heavyweight Oil Only 
Absorbent
Roll 38cm x 46m

Made from virgin polypropylene.
Perforated for ease of use.
Ongoing quality control throughout the 
production process guarantees consistent 
quality
Suitable for larger areas

GPRO1HW

Heavyweight 
Chemical Absorbent
Roll 38cm x 46m

100% polypropylene with a sonic bonded 
core and a spun-bond top layer

CHR03HW
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Bespoke branded Spill Kits for all group members. Spill Kits are available in either Small or Large 
sizes. Large kits are designed for vehicles over 1.5T. Small Kits are are designed for vehicles under 
1.5T. The Vehicle Kit contains a combination of universal absorbent products that can be used for 
every-day spills and can absorb up to 50 litres.

SPILL KITS

Wheeled Kits - These large Wheeled 
Kits are fully mobile and can be taken 
directly to the spill. Site these kits in 
locations where large scale risks 
have been identified

Drop Front Wheeled Kits - These 
large Wheeled Kits have a handy 
drop-down front for easy quick 
access to the absorbents

120L - 360L Mobile Kits - 
Versatile wheeled spill kits 
sizes available are 120L, 240L 
& 360L kits

Static Kits - When space is an 
issue, use these handy static 
kits anywhere
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Product Information Stock Code

Large Universal
Vehicle kit

1x Spill-Aid  pouch, 15 oil pads, 15 
universal pads, 2x socks, bags, ties, 
gloves, goggles & mask - Refill available

Kit - RVSK01 

Refill - RVSK01RF 

Small Universal
Vehicle kit

1x Spill-Aid pouch,10 oil pads, 10 universal 
pads 1x sock, bags, ties, gloves, goggles & 
mask - Refill available

In-Depot Grab Bag 
Kit Hi Viz Yellow 
unbranded

Duo pack Kit 
Back Pack style 
Hi Viz

Spill kit for easy access to tight spaces 1 
x Spill-Aid pouch, 10 oil pads, 10 
universal pads, 1x sock, bags, ties, 
gloves, goggles & mask - Refill available

Kit - SSK04 

Refill - SSSK04RF 

1x Spill-Aid pouch,15 oil pads, 15 
universal pads, 2x socks, bags, ties, 
gloves, goggles & mask - Refill available

Kit - GRBSK01 

Refill - GRBSKRF 

Kit - DPSK01 

Refill - BPSKRF 

SPILL KITS

Product Information Stock Code

Graffiti Removal Kit Rucksack kit bag. Everything you need 
to remove graffiti

Kit - GRAFDU110
Refill - GRAFREFILL

Body Fluid Kit Contains everything to absorb
5-10L of fluid

Sharps Disposal Kit

BOD01

Double application kit. Conforms to BS & 
ISO standards

SHARP01

SPECIALIST KITS
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Product Information Supplier Ref

120L Universal/Oil Kit 60 pads, 5 socks, 4 pillows, waste 
bags, goggles, gloves

Kit - SST120L
Refill SST120LRF

240L Universal/Oil Kit 150 pads, 7 socks, 10 pillows, gloves, 
goggles, waste bags

360L Universal/Oil Kit

600L Universal Kit Will contain pads, socks, booms, 
cushions, rolls, waste bags, cable ties

Kit - SST240L
Refill - SST240LRF 

200 pads, 10 socks, 10 pillows, gloves, 
goggles, waste bags

Kit - SST360L 
Refill - SST360LRF 

Kit - 600LITOIL 

600L Drop Front Kit Will contain pads, socks, booms, 
cushions, rolls, waste bags, cable ties

Kit - 600LITOILDF
Refill - 600REFILL 

1000L Universal kit Will contain pads, socks, booms, 
cushions, rolls, waste bags, cable ties

Kit - 1000LITOILDF
Refill - 1000RF

Heavy Duty Metal 
Depot Spill Station

Heavy Duty Metal Depot Spill 
Station for absorbent pads & socks 
56cmx56cmx183cm

Kit - SPST01

SPILL KITS
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Spill Sign Caddy   -  What the Facilities Management World has been waiting for! An All-in-one 
Spill Kit that doubles as a safety warning sign. It keeps you legal and it keeps you safe.

The dual purpose design serves as both a cautionary safety sign, and a container for a complete, 
ultra-efficient spill kit. Simply place all your cleaning products to deal with the spill in the caddy 
(including Spill-Aid Power Absorber - an integral part of the spill management system).

No more leaving safety signs out waiting for the area to dry and the possibility of people tripping 
over signs or slipping on the wet surface after dealing with a spillage. Once you’ve removed the 
spill, with Spill-Aid Power Absorber, place all the waste collected into the caddy in a suitable waste 
bag and remove to the cleaning cupboard.

The Spill Sign Caddy enforces good practice and ensures that staff are dealing with a spill safely 
and efficiently, keeping staff and customers safe.

Product Information Supplier Ref

Spill Sign Caddy 
A-Frame Hazard Sign &
Spill Kit

1 Spill-Aid 5L pouch
1 dustpan and brush set
1 Nitrile gloves
3 x waste bags.

Kit - SSC01
Refill SSCRF

Flat packed Kit - SSC01E Spill Sign Caddy Empty 
(Flat Packed)

Side panels and handles can be colour coded
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Product Information Supplier Ref

Soft/Stiff Broom 
Head

For removing stubborn debris and fine 
particles from the large areas

BRSS01

Aluminum Extendable 
Broom Handle 300mm for above broom head

Heavyweight Lobby
Dustpan & Brush Set

Lightweight Lobby 
Dustpan & Brush Set

Various colours; blue, red, green & yellow

HDBR01

Various colours; blue, red, green & yellow LBBR01

LLDP01

Traditional Dustpan 
& Brush Set

Various colours; blue, red, green & yellow DP901

200g Standard Mop Various colours; blue, red, green & yellow MOP01

KNMP01Kentucky Mop Head Traditional Kentucky Mop Head

KNHD01
Aluminium 
Extendable Kentucky 
Mob Handle

1380mm length for the above mop
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A quick guide to containment legislation
Current legislation states that all sumps must be either 25% greater in volume than the total 
stored capacity, or must be at least a minimum of 110% of the largest container on a spill pallet.

SECONDARY SPILL CONTAINMENT

You need to store 1 x 205L drum & 1 x 25L drum on a spill pallet. Your largest drum has a 
capacity of 205L so your pallet sump capacity must be a minimum of 225L. You need to store 
four drums and your largest is 205L and the other drums are 2 x 50L and 1 x 110L. Your sump 
capacity still needs to be 110% of the largest container. So your four drum spill pallet will still 
need to be 225L or greater in capacity. You only need to risk assess that one drum on each spill 
pallet that will rupture and spill.

EXAMPLE

1,2 & 4 Drum Spill Pallets - Polyethylene spill pallets, specifically designed for 
use indoor and out. They will not rust or corrode & are highly robust. A much 
cheaper alternative to steel.

Single and Double IBC Spill Pallets - IBC spill pallets, designed to withstand 
huge point of loads from IBCs. Minimum spill capacity of 1100L. Complete 
with tough poly grating.

2/4 Drum All Weather Spill Pallet - Polyethylene all weather spill pallets, 
specifically designed for outdoor use in bad weather conditions. Roll top doors 
on either side for easy access. For use only with drm02 & drm04, spill pallets 
sold separately.

Spill Trays - Robust polyethylene spill trays, designed for use on minimal small 
risk spills.

Prowler Pools - A superb method for the quick containment of a ruptured fuel 
tank. These pools are extremely easy to stow. They simply pop-up once you 
take them out of there protective sleeve and can be placed under a tank within 
seconds. Saves a vast amount on valuable fuel being spilt on the road.
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Product Information Supplier Ref

Containment Sump 25L containment sump CONSUM

2 Drum Containment 
Pallet

Corrosion free
EU & UK compliant oil storage
Coverage range for outdoors
Removable plastic grids
Compatible with most liquids

4 Drum Containment

8 Drum Containment As above

DRM02 

As above DRM04

DRM08

Twin IBC Containment Pallet 
Sump Capacity 1100L

As above SINIBC

As above TWIBC

Spill-Aid Spill Plugger Temporary putty for leaking containers
drums, tanks & pipes 500g

SASPF

Twin IBC Containment Pallet 
Sump Capacity 1140L

PILLA-PAN 
35L Spill Tray

Spill Tray complete with oil absorbent 
cushions the all new indestructible drip 
tray - 35 litre capacity - The Pilla-Pans 
unique bounce-back design is so flexible, 
even a Tank can drive over it!

PP35L

75L Pop Up 
Containment Pool

Stows under vehicle chairs or in 
cupboards

PP75L

250L Pop Up 
Containment Pool

Stows under vehicle chairs or in 
cupboards

PRO250

Flammable safety cabinets

Large 3 shelf flammable liquids DIMS: 1830X915X483 
Complete with sump

Medium 2 shelf flammable 
liquids

DIMS: 1500X915X483 
Complete with sump

Small 1 shelf flammable liquids DIMS: 1500X915X483 
Complete with sump

ESC1080

ESC1070

ESC1060
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Spill Training 
The Eurovia Group has long term support from Decorus. 

For example, we provide Spill Kits with bespoke branding for the groups numerous companies, 
and we also provide in-depot training on spill clean-up. These training sessions are free of charge 
because we believe the most efficient use of the products avoids waste and reduces cost. 

Initial Toolbox Training is available to all of the group’s depots. It lasts around 45 minutes plus an 
allowance for a Q&A session at the end. 

The initial course is designed to introduce the attendees to the products supplied by Decorus 
and how to use them in various scenarios with a brief on spill response issues along with local 
legislative needs. This gives the attendees a rounded knowledge of spill response and their 
obligations to the environment.

Further In-Depth Training is tailored after discussion with the Depot Manager and is designed to 
last around 90 minutes.  Please contact Decorus Head Office for more information.

All courses trainers are fully certified. A certificate is given to the depot itself denoting that 
employees have attended a course in spill response and have achieved an acceptable level in 
competency on the subject.

We hope you find the catalogue helpful but if you need any further clarification on the 
products that we offer or you have a problem with a spill please feel free to call or email we 

will do our best to help.

We put a great deal of store by feedback so please contact us at any time with 
suggestions.

Tel: 01732 362111
Email: eurovia@decoruseurope.com




